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Abstract: The research on the great spirit of building the Party in the ideological and political teaching of high school has three value implications: conforming to the proposition of the era of the dream of building a powerful country, strengthening the attribute of moral education of ideological and political courses, and consolidating the development of the road of high school students to become talents. In actual classroom teaching activities should find foothold must analyze the point to build the attribute of moral education of ideological and political courses, and consolidating the development of the road of high school teaching goal, clear development of teaching content, suit the medium point by three aspects of teaching methods, fully exert great founding spirit to build the value system of education function to enhance the knowledge and value leading effect, achieve the unity of theory and practice, the convergence of network and reality.
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1. Introduction

"One hundred years ago, the pioneers of the Communist Party of China founded the Communist Party of China, formed the great spirit of adhering to the truth, adhering to the ideals, fulfilling the original aspiration, taking on the mission, not fearing sacrifice, fighting bravely, being loyal to the Party and living up to the people, which is the source of the spirit of the Communist Party of China. "[1]", highlighting the status of the great Party building spirit of The Times. High school students as the construction main force of power to revive the journey to consciously assume persist red blood, carry forward the great historical mission of founding spirit, as a value guide high school thought political lesson of the lords position more by building the great spirit of education teaching research to help high school students deepen theoretical cognition and consciousness, strengthen the national identity, build the thought foundation, The achievement of personal development and national rejuvenation. This article will start from the teaching objectives, teaching content, teaching methods to explore the specific path of the great spirit of building the party in high school ideological and political teaching.

2. Value Implication of Great Party-Building Spirit Education Research in Ideological and Political Teaching in Senior High School

2.1. Conform to The Time Proposition of The Journey of The Dream of Building A Strong Country

In the new era, "rejuvenation of a strong country" remains the unswerving goal of the Chinese nation. "Stand up - get rich - get strong", the Chinese people with a hundred years of struggle to achieve the turning point of The Times, the "dream of a strong country" is cast in the industry construction journey, promote all-round multi-level development in all fields, committed to solid foundation for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation and sustainable development. "Strong country dream" calls on the new generation to contribute bricks and bricks to the construction of the motherland, high school students to undertake the task of The Times must be firm ideals and beliefs, "adhere to the truth, adhere to the ideal, practice the original aspiration, take on the mission, not afraid of sacrifice, heroic struggle, loyalty to the party, not the people" spirit stick to become a compulsory lesson for high school students. To strengthen high school students' theoretical learning and spiritual connotation of the great spirit of building the Party with the teaching of ideology and politics in high school is scientific and systematic, which is an important embodiment of education conforming to the dream of building a strong country. In the practical teaching, high school students should gradually construct the ideological system through theoretical cognition, build the belief base of loving the Party and patriotism, derive the strong spiritual will of being born for the people and for the country, and consciously transform the spiritual consciousness into practical social practice behavior, and put their ideals and beliefs into practice in action. Marx pointed out: "The concept of the thing is nothing more than transferred into the mind of people and in the mind of the transformation of material things." [2] The ideological and political teaching in senior high school should conduct a detailed and in-depth analysis of the theory and value of the great party building spirit. Senior high school students should flexibly understand and practice the scientific connotation of the great Party building spirit, transform and derive new value pursuit, generate practical activities to serve the national construction, and put the "dream of a strong country" into practice.
2.2. Strengthen the Moral and Human Education Attribute of Ideological and Political Course

The ideological and political course in senior high school carries out ideological and political education as well as moral and legal education for senior high school students with the guidance of value, which is the central discipline to carry out the task of cultivating human beings through virtue. Politics in high school English curriculum highly emphasized the education of education courses khalid ents attributes, in the subject core literacy goals and set the course structure, content and academic quality evaluation are planning a clear standard to boost the value of the teaching effect of education, the education courses education master fell in cultivating students' political thoughts and ideas on life, to penetrate through education to the students' ideological system, The three views education penetrates into the students' ideological system. Carrying forward the great spirit of building the Party is not a simple behavior of the term, it needs to use certain resources and platforms, and through the form of high school political teaching in the form of concrete teaching means to implement, not only completed the set task, but also in the process of education to enhance the effectiveness of the course of moral education. The education of the great spirit of building the Party in the ideological and political teaching of high school is to fully develop the main melody value of the great spirit of building the party. Whether from the analysis of theoretical connotation or the transmission of thoughts and feelings, it can play an important role in cultivating students' inner spiritual quality and cultivating students' spirit of struggle. The environment is the invisible classroom of educating people[3], it will be great through education courses teaching the founding spirit connotation into specific code of conduct, to build practical, striving struggle the spirit of philosophy, creating the atmosphere of red ideal faith, strengthen the positive attitude of seepage force, in the osmosis drive the continuous improvement of the students' healthy personality and optimization, become the social development and the comprehensive quality of talent needed for self-improvement, Strengthen the educational attributes of moral education.

2.3. 1 Consolidate the Foundation for Senior High School Students to Become Talents

With the rise of the aspiring youth achievement era, "new students of the era" not only achieve the country, but also themselves. It is an important task for the state to educate high school students to grow up healthily and healthily, regardless of the requirement of people-centered development or the goal of building a modern country in the 21st century. The growth of high school students about psychological and physical talent, at present, our country has entered the well-off society in an all-round way, on the basic material conditions of life have been able to meet the demand of high school life, and in the high school students ideological, political, moral, psychological construction law of the perfect psychological personality is tense and long-term construction work unfinished. Mental work of construction cannot leave for high school students the concept of spiritual cultivation work, bearing the great spirit of the founding of our party in one hundred blood fighting spirit, condensed the countless heroes who are loyal liver fierce bravery, therefore, can propagate the spirit of integrity education in the spirit of great founding as a medium for secondary high school psychological education, To help high school students realize the physical and psychological dual construction, to achieve the all-round development of moral, intellectual, physical, American and labor goal of growth. Building the backbone of the family and the country must be the youth of success. The great spirit of building the party education in high school ideological and political teaching consolidates the foundation for the development of high school success. "Stick to the truth, stick to the ideal" firm theoretical study, by the "practice of beginner's mind, bear the mission" to deepen the labor practice, in order to "fear no sacrifice, heroic struggles" encourage young ambition of the struggle, to strengthen the young "be loyal, not the people" naked faith, to strengthen the knowledge, skills and moral character, improve the comprehensive ability development.

3. Implementation Strategy of Great Party-Building Spirit Education in Ideological and Political Teaching in Senior High School

3.1. Find the Right Analysis Points and Construct the Teaching Objectives

3.1.1. Refine the Knowledge Points and Implement the Subject Objectives

Subject objective is the orientation of design teaching activities, and is a necessary setting link for teaching activities. The establishment of the subject objective must be based on the teaching material, and the authority of the teaching material should be used to enhance the scientificity of the subject objective. A general survey of high school political textbooks shows that there is no explicit teaching of the great spirit of building the Party, for example, there is no scientific definition and connotation interpretation of the great spirit of building the Party, but even so, it is still undeniable that the great spirit of building the Party is always carried out in the textbook, which is reflected in every knowledge content of the textbook. Therefore, excavating the great Party building spirit from specific knowledge highlights its implicit educational value. Detailed knowledge decomposition is carried out in the textbook, and the analysis of the contents of the box section is deepened. The detailed learning of point and surface content is used to cultivate high school students' ability to see small things as big as knowledge and value as well as the ability of research, analysis and integration. To implement the discipline goals and tasks of knowledge and skills, process and methods, and emotional attitude of the great Party building spirit education. In high school political required a "socialism with Chinese characteristics" in the historical mission of the communist party of China "new era" lesson, for example, teachers in the process of classroom teaching is not only to let students understand the beginner's mind and mission of the communist party of China people, more need to let the students understand the communist party of China people realize four great beginner's mind and mission must be practiced, And the four great practice process must be done by how hard struggle, indomitable, with National People's Congress of the communist party's valiant struggle spirit encourage high school students groups, the knowledge content of the theory of national major policy at the same time develop their construction of feelings, let the students
themselves set up are not afraid of hard, go deep among the masses, the consciousness of serving the people. In the content of the initial mission of the Chinese Communists to carry out detailed analysis at the same time to complete the cultivation of students' spiritual values, the implementation of the discipline goal of the great spirit of building the Party education.

3.1.2. The Logical Structure of The Chapters Is Connected, And the Dual Dimensional Objectives Are Integrated

The integration of the dual dimensional goals covers the core literacy goals and subject goals, and the two are organically unified to achieve the dual cultivation of knowledge, skills and core literacy ability. The education of the great spirit of building the Party is carried out for high school students from three aspects: theoretical cognition, practical activities and value cultivation. Ideological values the cultivation can not only through a section of the classroom, can complete a lecture, but need to be in the form of daily and authoritative media for spiritual influence, and therefore must rely on the power of the teaching material, tandem structure knowledge of chapters in the text, double d target, progressive ideas sublimation education, architecture to realize the purpose of the great founding spirit education of high school students. Taking Socialism with Chinese Characteristics, a compulsory course of high school politics, as an example, teachers need to sort out the logic and structure of the knowledge content of the textbook, from the emergence and development of socialism to the rescue and development of China by socialism, and then to the realization of the great rejuvenation of the nation by socialism with Chinese characteristics. To socialism is a strong China from up to up to rich the decisive elements of key expression of echo, the teaching material of "only" finite terms, closely rigorous about the development of the socialism in China, in order to demonstrate the scientific truth of marxism and the communist party of China to stick to his mind and unswervingly as to contribute to people's feelings, To strengthen high school students' desire for truth and firmness to ideals. Ideal is a deeper structure in the realm of thought. [4] The textbooks present real history and authoritative theories. Only by mastering the context of the textbooks and the internal texture of connecting knowledge can the subject goals and core accomplishment goals be realized. The implementation of the goals is the foundation of constructing students' ideal, and the actual manifestation of integrating the great spirit of building the Party into students' ideological field.

3.2. Make Clear the Foothold and Develop The Educational Content

3.2.1. Enhance Theoretical Awareness Based on Textbook Texts

Textbook is an indispensable medium for teaching activities and an important gathering point for communication and dialogue between teachers and students. At present, the textbooks used in senior high schools are the four required courses of senior high school politics compiled in a unified way, and their positioning shows the triple unification of thought logic, content logic and practice logic[5], has both political and ideological characteristics. The great spirit of building the Party is a spiritual spectrum formed by the Party's century-long history. The red history of struggle is the clearest logical thread. The essence of the great spirit of building the Party lies in its political and ideological nature. Therefore, teachers should grasp the unity of the two and carry out educational activities on the great spirit of Party building based on textbook texts, deepen theoretical consciousness through theoretical learning, and strengthen the sense of loving the Party and patriotism.

"The socialism with Chinese characteristics," contains a lot of for socialism and our country in different periods with the theories of scientific truth and policies, to basic principle of marxism to teach at the same time deepening the combination of theory with practice, in different period of marxism combined with China's actual results to show students the powerful vitality and vigor of socialism with Chinese characteristics. With more life-oriented teaching art will be professional terms of theoretical knowledge into the students can understand the content of the students in understanding a firm theory is scientific and attributed to system theory, reinforcement theory consciously, to achieve national will, deepen the students ideology, the purpose of theory to drive the action consciousness, will play great kenda spirit behind the practice and people home countries.

3.2.2. Focus on the Party's History and Culture, And Strengthen Historical Consciousness

The Party's history and culture are closely related to the great spirit of building the Party. They are both brilliant achievements of the Party's century-long struggle and journey, and embody the most honest and fearless Party spirit. Taking the Party history and culture as a foothold to carry out the great spirit of Party building education conforms to the logic of thought and behavior. The Party history and culture records the historical development process of the Party from its emergence to its development to today's full of vitality. It can be said that it is the sum of the value concept, behavior mode and the ideological theory and value orientation of the leading cause of Chinese Communists[6], the leading force of political belief and the mainstream ideological transmission force is not to be underestimated, especially for the high school students who are initially establishing the concept of national consciousness has a strong ideological piloting role. The education of the great spirit of building the Party should be based on the specific basis of the practice of the Party, and then give a great view of history in the specific spatio-temporal background[7]. That is to start from the real social activities of the Party, in different periods to explore the embodiment of the Party's mainstream ideological trend. Teachers must firmly grasp the characteristic, focusing on "socialism with Chinese characteristics" in the new democratic period to the new era, the party's struggle position, purpose and specific revolution, reform and construction activities, in everything, one of the events recorded in the dialysis of the communist party of China people to stick to, struggle for the ideal of truth and love for country and people. "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics" will the party's history and culture leap onto the paper, including theoretical culture and practical historical facts, the context clearly written four development periods, four great leaps, three major theories of Marxism sinicization, the Party's historical scrolls layer by layer, give high school students a profound understanding of the party's history, Experience the ideological essence of the party history and culture and the main spirit carried by the Chinese Communists in the course of continuous struggle, so as to strengthen historical consciousness, remember the party history, and encourage themselves with the party history, adhere to noble sentiments.
with patriotic feelings, adhere to ideals and beliefs, the pursuit of truth in order to get in the construction of the country in the hot sweat.

3.3. Meet the Media Points, Skillfully Use the Teaching Method

Changing the traditional teaching method of pure theory teaching, making use of more teaching resources to innovate the way of knowledge imparting to create a classroom atmosphere of communication and interaction while achieving the purpose of students' main body are the requirements of the new curriculum reform for the renewal of teaching methods. High school students with active thinking ability and practical ability, will all class time to listen to the teacher taught not content to high school students the current active state of body and mind, therefore, teachers should adjust teaching methods, let students accept knowledge into more education elements behavior state help students to consciously take the initiative to the generation of classroom knowledge.

3.3.1. Combine Red Resources to Carry Out Situational Teaching

Red resources are an important embodiment of the advanced culture of Chinese Communists and an indispensable element of education and culture in high school ideological and political classes. Great founding spirit education courses teaching in high school education can joint red resources use situation teaching, using the advanced nature of the red resources and revolutionary students' sense of responsibility, sense of mission, at the same time, situational teaching is the best way to bring students into a particular cultural situation, can easily create the student main body, natural atmosphere of receiving. High school students belong to a group with abundant emotional awareness. The inspiring power of red resources can be accepted by high school students to the greatest extent and converted into strong thoughts and emotions. In addition, the personal experience of situational teaching strengthens high school students' devotion to ideals, beliefs and passion. The situation of teaching activities set by teachers should give full play to the educational functions of cognitive optimization, belief persistence and behavior activation of red cultural resources. The teaching of red culture history theory should not be given priority to. It is important to develop and edify thoughts deeply. There are various forms of red resources. Teachers should carry out situational teaching according to different forms of red resources. For example, teachers can lead students to visit the relics and sites of red culture, and ask students to tell the corresponding red stories independently. They can discuss and learn in the form of story gathering. Psychological drama of red culture can also be carried out, so that students can interpret the inner world of revolutionary martyrs according to the real historical facts, and feel the ambition of the group of young people in that era. More to use the real red film and television records, in the form of watching the exchange of feelings to elaborate the students' real thoughts and feelings, to achieve emotional resonance, sublimation of emotional experience. The education of the great spirit of building the Party takes the red resources as the educational medium and the situational teaching as the teaching method, which is the retelling of the red memory and the strengthening of the ideological value leading effect in the ideological and political classroom. Students can receive theoretical education in different situations, sublimate their thoughts and feelings, inspire their ideals and beliefs, so as to firmly revitalize the lofty aspiration of China.

3.3.2. The Application of Information Technology, The Implementation of Network Teaching Method

The continuous update of information technology provides great space for innovation of modern teaching methods. Modern education uses information technology to create a variety of educational platforms and teaching methods, in line with the requirements of education to adapt to social development, and more in line with the law of students' physical and mental development. In modern society, the application of the Internet covers all age classes from young children to the late elderly. High school students are more curious about network technology and information. Compared with the traditional teaching method, network teaching method is more popular among high school students. Network teaching method should make good use of educational platform and multimedia technology, appropriate use of case analysis method, task-driven method and project-driven method and other teaching methods, do a variety of methods to assist the integration, strengthen the effectiveness of network teaching. The use of cases is indispensable for teachers to carry out the education of the great spirit of building the Party in the course of ideological and political teaching. Although the form of story telling has the ability to attract students' interest, it is not as good as a picture or a video to concentrate students' attention in the classroom. In addition, MOOC teaching has become a new way of education. Teachers help students preview theoretical knowledge independently through MOOC videos in advance, and then conduct group communication and discussion in class to summarize theoretical knowledge and sublimate spiritual essence. As a combination of modern information technology and distance online education, MOOC has become a product. It effectively helps teachers and students to communicate and students to display their individual thoughts. It is the spiritual core of the great spirit of building the Party from the perspective of students, and it becomes the spiritual core of transforming students' inner knowledge into knowledge application ability under the guidance of teachers, thus generating practical ability. Internalize the great spirit of building the Party in the heart and externalize in the line.

4. Summary

The international community is complicated and the domestic development is moving forward. As an important construction force in the new era, high school students should have strong observation and insight into things. In the face of a era of the pursuit of peace and development situation in mankind, and high school students to uphold the ideal faith, faith of marxism truth and apply theory to the social construction activities, with a firm political belief and strong patriotic faith challenge nurturing its success, the profound knowledge and precision superb skills fused into the motherland tall wall base, And devote their youth to the great goal of the rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.
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